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Maria Taniguchi, who won the Hugo Boss Asia 
Art Prize last year, has been creating a series  
of untitled paintings of bricks since 2008. At 
varying dimensions, each dark, monochromatic 
canvas is finely detailed with miniscule bricks 
outlined in graphite and filled with acrylic.  
As such, the Manila-based artist considers them 
one continuous work: the surfaces and walls  
of an ever-expanding, elusive architecture. 

At London’s Ibid gallery, eight newly  
minted can vases –!three larger ones standing  
at 274 " 122 cm and five smaller at 229 " 114 cm –  
are lightly propped, facing one another against 
four walls. The first of these works, set up  
at the gallery’s entryway, sets a tone that is 
authoritative and commanding, but the power 
of these paintings seems to lie equally in their 
ability to subtly divert attention elsewhere. 

On the one hand, you could think of the 
untitled brick-works (all 2016) as evidence of  
a methodical practice, or more broadly as traces 
of artistic labour. But it is more interesting  
to think of them as structural elements that 
intervene in the spaces they inhabit and further 
as allusions to bodies in themselves. 

In the gallery, the black brick-works stand  
in stark contrast to the well-lit surroundings. 
Spanning the length and width of each work,  
the viewer’s gaze – moving up, down, side-to-
side – extends further, to the walls, floor and, 
finally, ceiling: an impressive vaulted glass 
skylight. Below, iron studs dotting the floor bind 
worn wooden floorboards. What is revealed, 
therefore, are vestiges: a bygone, Victorian-era 
architecture. As physical implements, the brick 
paintings suggest that our notions of space are 
both constructed and subjective. Through them 
the environs of the gallery are highlighted along 
with the viewer’s place within them. 

Bricks, the foundation of industrial 
civilisation, are defiantly physical. ‘Brick and 
mortar’ evokes the actual, gritty and authentic, 
something that exists in the flesh. The compo-
sition of bricks is also revealing. Comprising 
whatever resources are currently found in 
abundance (glass, concrete, clay), they reflect an 
economy. These bricks, painted on supple cloth, 
are illusionistic, their substance referential.  
They embody ideas of solidity, impermeability 
and opacity, while existing in vulnerable 

materials of fibre and synthetic. More than 
anything, perhaps, these bricks index a porous 
and evolving body.

Taniguchi’s work has been noted for its 
inscrutability. Much has been said about  
labour and the artist’s devoted, rigorous hand, 
and while it is true that such endurance and 
attention should be commended, it is worth 
considering how these paintings become  
objects upon leaving the site of their creation. 
They are monumental, yet resist the resolution  
of monuments. Their rational form mimics 
architecture while falling shy of illusions  
of permanence. Acting like props, they make 
literal Minimalism’s fear of theatricality, 
unabashedly claiming their status as support 
structures in an event that results in an acute 
sense of self-awareness.  

The brick paintings can be seen to trace 
disparate points of contact, through which  
the body comes to know space and its  
place within it. The duration and span  
of the work suggests an eventual whole,  
but the parts never get summed up. 
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Untitled, 2016, acrylic, canvas, wood support,
229 " 114 cm. Photo: Oskar Proctor. Courtesy the artist


